
SOME BOUNDARY STONES IN SOUTHERN AIOLIS 
(PI. VII-VIII) 

In an article entitled "Contributions to the History of Southern 
Aiolis"1, which he wrote on his surveys in 1881, W. M. Ramsay refers to 
the existence of a boundary stone on a hill one hour distant from the 
southern bank of the Hermos2. It was understood from the inscriptions on 
this stone that it marked the boundary between two neighboring cities, 
Melanpagos and Hcraklcia. Ramsay wrote that the site of Mclanpagos 
should be located on the northern slope of Ml. Sipylos in the ruins at the 
foot of an imposing cliff, but that he had not had time to visit the place. 
Herakleia may be one of various sites in the Hermos valley3. After the 
publication of this boundary stone, other researchers of the last century who 
were interested in the area joined in the discussion concerning the 
localisation of the above-mentioned cities and showed their proposed 
localisations on their maps4. However it is clear that concerning these 
ancient cities, the publications now have shortcomings as far as modern 
place-names are concerned, because they arc so out of date. In 1993 and 
1994, for the purpose of identifying the present condition of the sites (see 
the map on the following page). 

According to Ramsay's description, the published boundary stone 
should be found in the surroundings of the Gdktcpe village, situated on the 
first rise south of the modern town of Emiralcm. With the guidance of H. 
Akkurt of Goktcpe, who knows the area well, we looked for the above-
mentioned boundary stone to determine its present condition5. At the same 
time, from the information provided by H. Akkurt, we learned that there was 
not only this one boundary marker, but that there were others with 
inscriptions. 

1 W. M. Ramsay,"Contributions to the History of Southern Aiolis", JUS 2 (1881), 44, 54, 
271, 305 and Historical Geography of Asia Minor (1890), London, cf. also Syll., No. 
455; Syll.3, No. 934. 

2 W. M. Ramsay, op. cit. 296 - 297. 
3 Ibid., 297. 
4 G. Weber, BCH 16 (1892),..P1. XV11I; H. Kiepcrt, Formal Orbis Antiqui IX. 4; J. Keil - A. 

von Premerstein, Bericht Ober Eine Reise In Lydien Und Der Sudlichen Aiolis, Denkschr. 
Ak. Wicn LIII (1908) II. 95; RE VIII. 1 s. v. "Herakleia"; J. Keil, "Melampagos im 
Sipylosgebirge", JOAl XVI (1913), 165 - 168. 

5 I wish to thank H. Akkurt, who showed us all the sites in the surrounding area in the course 
of our survey in this region, as well as my friend S. Ergtil, who contributed unselfishly to 
our trips, and also the archaeologists, I. Gezgin and C. Tannver. 
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The first boundary stone, the one published by Ramsay (No. 1)fi, is 
500 in. southwest of the CUlktcpe village, on level ground at the summit of 
the hill in the place called Vakif Mclcngic and in the middle of thick bushes 
which conceal it from view. The ground upon which the approximately 2. 5 
m. high boulder rests has been dug up by treasure hunters. On the surface 
which faces south, towards Mt. Sipylos, is inscribed OPIA MEAANnAFITQN 
and on the surface which faces northwest, towards the valley of the llcrmos, 
HPAKAEQTQN (Figs. 1-2). 

The second boundary stone, is at the place called Osman Tcpc 
approximately 750 m. SSW of the first one and immediately north of 
Buruklu hill at the point where begins the slope of the valley through which 
the nmiralem stream passes. This boundary stone, which separates ihe same 
two ancient settlements, is aproximatcly 1. 70 m. high. On the surface which 
faces west, towards the valley, is the inscription OPIA HPAK(A)EQTfiN (Fig. 
3) and on the eastern face MEAA[N]FIAriTQN (Fig. 4). In contrast to the 
first boundary stone, this time the expression Horia is found together with 
the name of Hcraklcia . 

Pig. 3 
The third boundary stone, is in a completely different direction, 

approximately 2 kms southeast of the GOktcpe village. It is at ihe highest 
point on the western slope of the Dcgirmcndcrc valley, at the place called 
Cctili Yaka. It is larger than the two other boulders, which have been 
considerably damaged by treasure-hunters. On the broken eastern face of 

6 W. M. Ramsay, op. cit., 296 - 297. 
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this stone, which faces the valley of the Dcgirmcnderc, riAAAYAITQN (Fig. 
5) and on its broken northern face OPIA ME[AANIlA]FITnN (Fig. 6) are 
engraved. In contrast to the other two boundary stones, this one dellncs the 
border between the lands of Mclanpagos and those of another settlement 
(Palaudis ?), whose name we encounter today for the first time (Figs. 5-6). 

/weAA 
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Fig. 4 
According to those who know the area, an abbreviation 

ME(AANHAnT£iN ?) ioncc existed on a stone damaged by the road of a 
recently constructed slaughterhouse. The stone is located in the valley which 
is immediately east of the Gtiktcpc village and through which the Gokdcrc 
stream reaches the Mcncmcn - Manisa highway, Although we were unable to 
determine the exact location, we have hesitatingly indicated this stone on the 
map as boundary stone (No. 5 ). 

The fourth boundary stone concerned with Mclanpagos, whose 
localisation is on the Gokkayasi hill, is on the Kukkayahk hill (827 meters). 
This hill is immediately south of the ancient settlement and commands the 
site. Here stands a boulder approximately 3 m. high. On the northward 
facing (towards Gokkaya) surface only is inscribed, side by side: OPOC 
OPOC. In contrast to the other three boundary stones which determine the 
borders between Mclanpagos on the one hand and the cities of Hcraklcia 
and Palaudis on the other, this boundary inscription docs not contain the 
name of any settlement. 

Another boundary inscription (No. 6) is located on a westwards-facing 
cliff 5 m. high, below boundary stone No. 3 in the place called Cctili Yaka 
on a slope immediately to the west of the abandoned Dcgirmcndcrc village 
in the Dcginncndcrc valley. Upon the boulder arc: a letter O(POI ) ; 
immediately below the retrograde abbricvations P towards the north and, 
towards the south, 3Y. The letters, cspcciallly the form of the cpsilon, arc 
different from the letters on the other four boundary stones; probably this 
inscription belongs to a later period (perhaps Roman ?) and separates the 
properties of private persons or temples. 
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The presence of boundary stones between ancient settlements is 
generally an indication of boundary disputes. Some boundary stones, found 
on the southern slopes of the Yamanlar mountain and belonging to the Late 
Roman - Early Byzantine period, were published towards the end of the 19th 
century7. When one considcrcs the locations of boundary stones 1 to 5, it 
becomes evident that the disputed land was between Melanpagos and the 
cities of Heraklcia and Palaudis. There is no boundary stone between 
Heraklcia and Palaudis, which arc approximately 3 kms distant from each 
other, for there is between them no tillable land which might become the 
subjet of a dispute. 

There is no doubt that the ancient remains on the northern slopes of 
the Yamanlar mountain, at the place called Gbkkaya, belong to the 
settlement of Melanpagos8 named in boundary stones Nos. 1 - 3. The 
settlement was protected at its back by the bulk of a cliff which, being nearly 
40 m. high and almost completely vertical, presented a very important 
advantage to the defense of the city. The near surroundings lack tillable land 
and steep slopes rise rapidly to the south towards the summit of Sipylos. 
Thus the necessary farming land is found on a plateau beginning 
immediately in front of the city and descending by degrees towards the 
Hermos river. The plateau averages 2. 5 kms in width and 5 kms in length 
between two valleys carved out by the two streams of Dcgirmcndcrc to the 
east and Emiralem to the west. Especially in its northern half, the plateau 
carries stepped terraces made in ancient times; some arc still under intense 
cultivation, others are abandoned. Again in the north half of this plateau, 
pottery of the 12th and 13lh centuries A. D. attracts attention, on the terraces 
between the Goktcpe village and the Mclcngcrlikaya hill; it is especially 
plentiful at the place called Arifali Pinan. At this point, which even today is 
called Manastir Mevkii ("the place of the Monastery") a large structure 
whose foundations are visible at ground level, together with the ancient 
necropolis beside it, bear witness to a Byzantine settlement here in the 12th 

and 13th centuries9. Another village of the late Byzantine period, which we 
identified at the place called Orcn at the upper end of the old water depot, 
and which also lies immediately to the south of the Goktcpe village, shows 
that the land was tilled without interruption until our time. 

The boundary stones numbered 1 and 2, which separated the fields of 

For these boundary stones cf. A. E. Kontoleon, AM 14 (1898), 93, Nos. 16-19; A. M. 
Fontrier, BCll 16 (1892), 396-398; G. E. Bean, Yahrbuch fur kleinasiatisch.es Forschung 
3 (= Anadolu Arastirmalan 1, 1955), PI. XVIII, Fig. 9; G. Pctzl, Die Inschriften von 
Smyrna II, 1, Bonn, 1986, 307-9, Nos. 828 - 830A -B. 
For the only study on Melanpagos (Gokkayasi) cf. J. Kcil, "Melampagos im 
Sipylosgebirg", JOAI XIV (1913), 165-168. 
For a study of Byzantine settlements and monasteries, especially those in Smyrna and in 
its surroundings in the 13 t n century A. D., based on the records of the Lembos Monastery, 
cf. H. Ahrweiler, "L'Histoire et la geographic de la region dc Smyrne entre les deux 
occupations Turques", Travaux el Memoires 1 (1964), 1-204. 
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Herakleia from those of Mclanpagos, were placed near the northwestern and 
northern limits of the plateau. The boundary stone No. 1, which is located 
on a hilltop commanding the whole plain of the Hcrmos, leaves a small piece 
of land to Herakleia at the northern limit of the plateau. As for boundary 
stone No. 2, this is exactly on the border of the eastern slope of the valley 
through which the Emiralem stream passes, at the place called Osman Tepe. 
Thus it is understood that the valley of the Emiralem stream and the valley 
slopes were left to Herakleia, while almost the whole of the plateau was given 
to Melanpagos. As far as Herakleia was concerned, the boundary's passing 
so nearby was not a loss in terms of land. This is more easily understandable 
when one considers the fertility of the agricultural land around the modern 
town of Emiralem, on the southern side of the Hermos river. 

Compared to Melanpagos, which is easily identified at Gdkkayasi hill, 
the localisation of Herakleia is a little more problematic. In contrast to other 
fortress-settlements of the region, such as Ncontcichos, Tcmnos, Mclanpagos 
and Palaudis, which are placed on steep and easily defcndable locations, no 
strongly fortified settlement is visible in the nearby area in the northern or 
northwestern direction, which is indicated by the boundary stones No. 1 and 
2 for the settlement of Herakleia. Nevertheless there arc two small and 
weakly fortified settlements mentiond by W. M. Ramsay10 and J. Keil11 

without giving the place names. Of these the first is on the hill called Kale 
Tepe, located immediately northwest of the Coban'in Tcpesi (95 meters 
above sea level) hill. This is at the place where the plateau joins the Hermos 
plain and 250 m. to the north of boundary stone No. 1. It is evident that 
since the time when Ramsay encountered traces of fortifications, the damage 
here has increased. The second place is on the slopes of the Balhk Kayasi, 
against which the now abandoned village of Eski Emiralem was built. This is 
to the west in the valley cut by the Emiralem stream. Its summit is about 40 
meters square and on it are visible rock-cut beddings upon which 
fortifications walls were built. Further, there arc three cisterns cut into the 
rock in spite of the place being so small. The fortification here is seen to be 
weak, like that on the hill at Coban'in Tcpesi. Perhaps because of these weak 
defenses, their lands may have been ravaged during the campaign of the 
Bithynian king Prusias II against Pcrgamon. For, aflcr the war, the name of 
Herakleia occurs among some Western Anatolian cities to which Prusias II 
paid reparations12. 

1 W. M. Ramsay, op. cit., 297 and 300. 
J. Keil, op. cit., 165. 

• According to Polybios, in an agreement made at the end of the war between Prusias II and 
Attalos II in 156-154 B. C , there was a question of damages being paid to cities and sacred 
places whose lands were plundered by the Bithynians during the hostilities. Herakleia's 
name is mentioned among those cities receiving reparations (XXXIII 15): 5iop8cbaaaxat 
8e Flpouatav icai TTJV KccTacpnopav tfji; xcbpaoTK te McGvuvauov KCXI TCOV Aiyaiecov KOU Tfji; 
Kuumcov KOU 'HpaK^euoxwv, eKoaov xaka\bo\xa xdic, 7tpoeipr|ucvo<;). According to L. 
Robert this Herakleia should be identified with Herakleia on the slopes of the Sipylos, 
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Boundary stone No. 3, which separated the territories of Mclanpagos 
and Palaudis, is at the place called Cetili Yaka at the head of the steep-sided 
Degirmendcrc valley at the eastern limit of the plateau. The inscription 
riAAAYAITQN faces the valley on the cast. Just above this inscription is 
found a second one: OPIA MEAANflAriTftN. This faces not Mclanpagos on 
the Gokkaya summit, but northwards, where the city's fields are found. It is 
clear from the position of this boundary stone that the Dcgirmcndcre valley, 
together with its eastern and western slopes, was left to Palaudis in its 
entirety. As we mentioned above, the boundary stone No. 5, which records 
the abbreviation ME, and which was recently destroyed in the course of road 
construction, shows that the boundary of Mclanpagos was extended 
downwards as far as the Gok Dcrc valley and the Mcncmcn- Manisa road. 
Thus a small fortification upon the Ta§ Kuyu hill, between boundary stone 
number 3 at Cetili Kaya and the now lost stone No. 5 must have belonged to 
the Melanpagitai. The fortress commands the entrance to the Degirmendcrc 
from the west. 

The ancient site nearest to the cast, facing flAAAYAITQN on boundary 
stone No. 3 at Cetili Yaka, is on Asarhk Tcpc1^, at the eastern entrance to the 
Degirmendcrc valley. This settlement is located at a very strategic place west 
of the Dere Mahallesi. This is immediately east of the bridge where the 
modern Emiralcm - Manisa highway crosses over the Dcgirmendere stream. 
From this position it controls the narrow pass of the Hermos which linke 
southern Aiolis to Lydia and through which went the ancient Phokaia -
Sardis road. The modern road also goes through a narrow pass between the 
hill of Asarhk Tcpe and Tclli Tcpe hill to the north of it. Although Palaudis, 
on top of the Asarhk Tepc, is in a position to control the highway, it is clear 
that it needed to offset the defense gap created by its relative distance from 
the Hermos through the fortification of the Kocakaya Tcpesi, in front of 
which the Hermos makes a bend14. 

whose name is recorded on the above-mentioned boundary stones. Additionally, it has 
been suggested that the city mentioned by Stephanos Byzantios as 716X15 tpoi; tTJ Kuumqi 
tfjq AioXiq must be the Herakleia on the slopes of the Sipylos (cf. L. Robert, Etudes 
Anatoliennes, Paris 1937, 112; 115-116). 
' The first brief information, concerning Asarhk Tcpe, including a topographic map, was 
supplied by R. Meric, who made surveys in Aiolis (see "1984 yili Izmir vc Manisa illeri 
yiizey ara§tirmalan", Arastirma Sonuglari Toplantisi 111 (1986), 200. 
' The Kocakaya Tepesi is located between the Gcdiz River and the Menemen-Manisa 
highway. The fort on the summit must have controlled, together with Palaudis, the Hermos 
and the pass through Phokaia to Sardeis; this was an important pass in ancient times. The 
eastern and part of the northern portions of the hill are so steep as to need no 
fortifications. Only some small ravines seen in places on the northern slope were closed 
with walls. On the easier western slope remains of fortification walls in polygonal 
masonry are observable. On the top of the hill in an east-west orientation are two rocky 
summits and a large area of flat ground. On the eastern summit, in the soil excavated from 
an illicit excavation's trench, fragments of 4th century B. C. amphorae produced in Mende 
and also black glazed imitation of Attic skyphoi were recovered. It is clear that this 
settlement was probably founded in order to close the gap (with respect to the Hermos) in 
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As is shown by boundary stones Nos. 1-2, the border dividing the 
territories of Melanpagos and Hcraklcia passes very close to the latter, just as 
the Melanpagos - Palaudis boundry line marked by stone number 3 passes 
very close to Palaudis, which we have which we have located on Asarlik 
Tepe. Between the two there is only the valley of the Degirmendere, both 
sides of which arc steep and infertile. However, immediately to the east of 
Asarlik Tepe and at a more easily reached height and distance, there are two 
small plains with terraced fields15 on the plateau which lies among the 
villages of Ayvacik, Calti, Alanici and Karaorman. Furthermore there is no 
other ancient settlement of the Hellenistic and earlier periods between 
Asarlik Tepe and Magnesia, 20 kms to the cast, including whole length of 
the Hermos' southern bank and the northern slopes of the Sipylos 
mountain. 

According to W. M. Ramsay, though the inscription on boundary 
stone No. 1 might suggest an earlier period for the Melanpagitai, it is in fact 
no earlier than 300 B. C. He proposes the explanation that the archaic form 

,of OPIA MEAANflAnTQN can be linked to the poor education of the 
'people of a mountain settlement16. As for the letters on boundary stone 
number 2, these have no characteristics that could be dated to an early 
period. The date of boundary stone No. 3 is no different from the first two. 
Here the name HAAAYA1TQN has been deeply carved, whereas the OPIA 
MEAANriAriT^N immediately above it consists of smaller and shallower 
letters. The last word Horia was later added above. 

Concerning the boundary stone No. 1, J. Kcil differed from J. W. 
Ramsay's opinion, proposing that it should be dated to no later than the end 
of the 5 t h century B. C.17. L. Robert18 accepted the dating of J. Keil without 
mentioning that given by J. W. Ramsay. However it is probable that all three 
researchers based their opinions on the letter forms, without clarifying the 
reasons for their chronologies. 

the defenses of Palaudis on Asarlik Tepe. 
In the survey we made on the plateau's eastern boundary where Yogurtcu Kale (an 

important fort in the late Byzantine period) is located, we found four village-sized 
settlements dated to the Late Roman and Late Byzantine periods. The first is immmediatly 
south of the boundary of the £alti village and yields ceramics dated to the 12th and 13'" 
centuries A. D., together with paved streets and houses destroyed to foundation level. The 
second is immediately south of the road between the villages of Alanici and Karaorman. 
The third is north of the £alti village on the Halka hill and the fourth is north of the 
Uzunburun village on the western slopes of Mersinli Tepe . Near each of the settlements in 
question there are small plains and terraces which could have been exploited agriculturally. 
We believe that with a more systematic survey to be done upon the plateau, which rises by 
degrees towards the summit of Sipylos mountain in the south, much richer knowledge of 
the area's settlements and agricultural patterns can be obtained. 
' W. M. Ramsay, op. cit., 300. 
J. Keil - A. v. Premerstein, he. cit, note 7. 
hoc. cit., 115. 
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Due to the lack of systematic excavations and surveys in this area we 
need more evidence concerning the date of these settlements. Of the three 
cities, the center which gives the most numerous and recognisable ceramic 
finds is Palaudis, on the Asarhk Tcpc. As a result of illicit digging, large 
numbers of 6 t n and 4 l n century B. C. pottery fragmennts are found on the 
surface at this site. The rare pieces of West Slope Ware and Mcgaran bowl 
fragments show that settlement here survived until the 3 r d and 2n" centuries 
B. C. The pottery seen on Balhk Kayasi, where Hcraklcia has been located, is 
not easily identifiable. On the other hand, the fact that Hcraklcia is included 
amoung the cities whose losses were repaired by Prusias II in 155 B. C. is 
chronologically in harmony with the latest pottery found on the surface at 
Palaudis. As for Mclanpagos, the surface finds consist of fragments of pots 
for commun ware which arc not easy to identify. 

In the arguments relative to the time in which the land disputes among 
the three cities were settled with boundary stones, it is well to keep in mind 
other boundary disputes in the Aiolian and neighboring regions in the 
complicated political situation of the Hellenistic period19. There must have 
been frequent quarrels over boundaries in Late Hellenistic period in the 
mountainous area of Aiolis, especially between Aigai and Myrina, since in 
this region we encounter a remarkably high number of boundary stones20. 
In fact, an inscription records that in a dispute of this kind involving Aigai 
Antiochos II (261-246 B. C.) himself had to intervene for solving the 
problem21. 

THE INSCRIPTIONS 

1. Vakif Mclcngic Mcvkii: 
Bibliography: W. M. Ramsay, JRS 2 (1881), 44-54, 271-305; Syll.2, 
No. 455; Syll?, No. 934 (Height of the letters: 12-14 cm.). 
A- On the side facing north : B- On the side facing south: 

OPIAME HPAKAEQTQN 
AANnAHTQN 

2. Osmantepc Mcvkii: 

For an inscription concerning a territorial dispute between Klazomenai and Temnos which 
settled by judges from Knidos cf. P. Herrmann, IstMitt 29 (1979), 249-271. 
For these boundary stones cf. J. Kcil - A. v. Prcmerstcin, Ersle Reise (Wien 1908), no. 

204-207 and P. Herrmann, Neue lnschriflen zur historischen Lande.skunde von Lydien and 
angrenzenden Gebieten (Wien 1959), no. 2 (= H. Malay, Greek and Latin Inscriptions in 
the Manisa Museum, Wien 1994, no. 2, without text). For a boundary stone of Pergamon 
carved in the bedrock on the peninsula of Aliaga near Kyme cf. Helmut Engclmann, Die 
lnschriflen von Kyme (Bonn 1976), 76-78, no. 27. 
P. Herrmann, loc. cit.. 
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A- On the side facing west: 
(Height of the letters: 9 - 17 cm.). 

OPIA 
HPAK(A)E 

QTQN 

B- On the side facing east: 
(Height of the letters: 10 -15 
cm.). 

MEAA[N] 
nAriTQN 

3. getili YakaMevkii: 
A- On the side facing north: 
(Height of the letters: 9 - 17 cm. ). 

OPIAME[AANnA] 
riTQN 

B- On the side facing east: 
Height of the letters: 10 - 15 
cm.). 

riAAAYAITQN 

4. Kirkayaklik hill above Gokkaya (on the side facing north): 
(Height of the letters: 12-14 cm.). 

OPOC OPOC 

5. Gokdere valley (now destroyed): 

MEfAANnAriTDN] ? 

6. Camhbici: 
(Height of the letters: 12 - 14 cm.). 

O 
3Y EP 

E. Doger 
Izmir 1995 
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